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ABSTRACT 
 
Fuel cell technology has been receiving more attention recently 
as a possible alternative to the internal combustion engine for 
our automobile. Improvements in fuel cell designs as well as 
improvements in lightweight high-pressure gas storage tank 
technology make fuel cell technology worth a look to see if fuel 
cells can play a more expanded role in space missions. This 
study looks at the specific weight density and specific volume 
density of potential fuel cell systems as an alternative to 
primary and secondary batteries that have traditionally been 
used for space missions. This preliminary study indicates that 
fuel cell systems have the potential for energy densities of >500 
W-hr/kg, >500W/kg and >400 W-hr/liter, >200 W/liter. This 
level of performance makes fuel cells attractive as high-power 
density, high-energy density sources for space science probes, 
planetary rovers and other payloads. The power requirements 
for these space missions are, in general, much lower than the 
power levels where fuel cells have been used in the past. 
Adaptation of fuel cells for space science missions will require 
�down-sizing� the fuel cell stack and making the fuel cell 
operate without significant amounts of ancillary equipment. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
NASA�s fuel cell usage to date has consisted of Proton 
Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC) and Alkaline Fuel 
Cell (AFC) technology. Currently NASA is funding the 
development of only PEMFC and Direct Methanol Fuel Cell 
(DMFC) technology for space applications. No further 
development of AFC technology is envisioned. This paper will 
address only the PEMFC technology. 
 
Both the PEMFC and AFC technologies that have flown in 
space have used hydrogen and oxygen reactants, which were 
delivered from external cryogenic tanks.  NASA has used fuel 
cells instead of primary batteries for energy storage on almost 
all manned missions. Manned missions have required primary 
energy storage with long discharge times and generally higher 
power levels than unmanned missions. These requirements, as 
will be shown later in this paper, favor fuel cells rather than 
batteries because fuel cells are a lighter weight alternative. 
Space science missions, on the other hand, have generally 

involved shorter durations and lower power levels, which favor 
batteries rather than fuel cells. Consequently, NASA has used 
batteries of different types instead of fuel cells for energy 
storage on all unmanned space science missions. 
 
The purpose of this study was to examine what �added value� 
fuel cells might provide (if any) to NASA as an alternative 
energy storage and power generation technology that would 
provide space science mission planners new or enhanced 
mission capabilities over existing and projected energy storage 
capabilities. Besides addressing �added value� niches, this 
study also was directed toward identifying fuel cell technology 
gaps that would need to be filled in order to meet the science 
mission requirements. 
 
In order to meet the objectives of this study it was necessary to 
analyze the fuel cell system in terms of its weight, volume, 
power, efficiency and stored energy. These parameters were 
then compared to available and projected battery technologies 
to determine added value areas and what technology issues 
NASA would need to address to develop fuel cells to meet 
these areas. 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The heart of a fuel cell is an electrochemical "cell" that 
combines a fuel and an oxidizing agent, and converts the 
chemical energy directly into electrical power. A "stack" of 
cells is usually employed in applications. For this paper, fuel 
cells will be described as either primary (not rechargeable) or 
secondary (rechargeable). Primary fuel cells for space use 
tanks of fuel and oxidant, which are gradually discharged and 
not replenished. Secondary fuel cells (also referred to as 
regenerative fuel cells) use hydrogen and oxygen and produce 
water and electrical power. An external power source is used 
to electrolyze the water to replenish the hydrogen and oxygen. 
 
The amount of energy stored in the fuel and oxidant per unit 
mass is large compared to the energy stored in a typical 
battery. Unlike batteries, fuel cells generally do not store their 
fuel and oxidizer within the cell stack, but instead fuel and 
oxidizing agent are stored externally to the stack. Because of 
this characteristic, the energy capacity of a fuel cell power 
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                   Figure 2 Gemini Fuel Cell Stack [2] 

                 Figure 1 Gemini Battery Section [2] Figure 3 Apollo Fuel Cell [2] 

system is determined by the size of the fuel tanks, whereas the 
size of the fuel cell stack determines the power level. This 
situation is analogous to an automobile where the size of the 
fuel tank dictates how far you can drive, whereas the size of 
the automobile engine determines how fast you can drive. For 
space applications with long discharge times, the mass of the 
fuel cell and other process units is small compared to the mass 
of stored fuel, oxidant and tankage. This is the realm where 
fuel cells are most competitive on a energy per unit mass 
basis. For applications that run for a short time at moderate 
power levels, the mass of the fuel cell and other process units 
is significant, and reduces the competitiveness of fuel cells 
compared to batteries. 
 
NASA FUEL CELL USAGE HISTORY 
 
Launched in 1965, the Gemini V spacecraft was the first 
spacecraft to use fuel cells. These were PEM fuel cells 
developed specifically for the Gemini spacecraft by General 
Electric starting in 1962. Gemini 7,8,9,10,11 and 12 also used 
these fuel cells. The fuel cells were used as the main power 
source, with silver-zinc batteries used for peak loads. 
Cryogenic hydrogen and oxygen tanks stored the reactants for 
the fuel cells. The water produced by the fuel cells was used 
for drinking by the astronauts. 
 
A Gemini spacecraft carried two hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell 
battery sections in its adapter/equipment section. Each battery 
section, shown in Figure 1, contained three stacks of fuel cells 
with plumbing. The stacks were connected in parallel and 
could be switched in and out of use individually. Each fuel 
cell stack, illustrated in Figure 2, had 32 individual cells 
connected in series and produced 23 to 26 volts. Maximum 
power output per battery section was about one kilowatt. The 
fuel cells operated at about 65 °C [1],[2]. 

 
In 1963 Pratt and Whitney was selected to provide alkaline 
fuel cells for the Apollo Command and Service Module 
(CSM). The fuel cells provided both main and peaking power 
for the CSM.  These fuel cells were used on all Apollo 
missions, the Apollo/Soyuz mission and Skylab. 
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Figure 4 Space Shuttle Fuel Cell Power Plant [3]

Apollo spacecraft carried three hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells in 
the CSM. The Apollo fuel cell is shown in Figure 3. Each unit 
contained 31 individual fuel cells connected in series and 
operated at 27 to 31 volts. Normal power output was 563 to 
1420 watts, with a maximum of 2300 watts. The operating 
temperature was about 206 °C. The mass of each unit was 
about 113kg [2]. 
 
Electrical power for NASA's Space Shuttle Orbiter is provided 
by alkaline fuel cell power plants (shown in Figure 4). These 
were designed, developed, and built by UTC Fuel Cells. In the 
Orbiter, a complement of three 12kW fuel cells produces all 
onboard electrical power; there are no backup batteries, and a 
single fuel cell is sufficient to insure safe vehicle return. In 
addition, the water produced by the electrochemical reaction is 
used for crew drinking and spacecraft cooling. 

 
Each Space Shuttle Orbiter fuel cell power plant is a self-
contained unit 14 x 15 x 45 inches, weighing 118 kilograms. 
They are installed under the payload bay, just aft of the crew 
compartment. The power plants are fueled by hydrogen and 
oxygen from cryogenic tanks located nearby. Each fuel cell is 
capable of providing 12 kW continuously, and up to 16 kW 
for short periods [3]. Each power plant contains 96 individual 
cells of the alkaline (KOH) electrolyte technology, which are 
connected to achieve a 28 volt output. The fuel cells nominal 
operating temperature is about 80 °C. The cells are over 70% 
efficient; this high efficiency and light weight led NASA to 
select fuel cells to power the Space Shuttle Orbiter. 
 
ANALYSIS OF FUEL CELLS FOR SPACE 
SCIENCE APPLICATIONS 
 
The fuel cell data collected for this paper is not easily 
extrapolated to space science applications. There are several 
reasons for this. First, fuel cells have, up to this point, been 
used strictly for manned vehicle power generation as far as 
space applications go. These fuel cells are 10 to 100 times 

higher in power than has been typically used for science 
missions, and are 1000�s of times higher in terms of total 
energy. This large difference in scale makes an assessment 
extremely difficult. Similarly, and not surprising, NASA�s 
development of advanced fuel cell technology, has been 
directed toward high power, high energy manned applications, 
so assessing developing fuel cell technology for space science 
missions is likewise difficult. The fuel cell technology being 
developed for terrestrial applications is similarly being 
developed for high power automotive use or for large-scale 
power generation. Because of this situation, any assessment by 
direct evaluation of available or developing fuel cell 
technology was problematic. 
 
To overcome the difficulty in directly assessing suitability of 
fuel cell technology for space science power and energy 
storage needs, an analysis was done to determine key metrics 
of the technology, that could place fuel cell technology on the 
energy storage �landscape�, and provide a rationale for either 
including or excluding fuel cells as a space science energy 
storage technology. Fuel cells were considered for both 
primary and secondary energy storage applications, and 
compared against current and projected primary and secondary 
battery technology to see if fuel cells offered some advantages 
to space missions that batteries were not likely to meet. The 
primary and secondary fuel cells considered were PEMFC 
H2/O2 fuel cells shown conceptually in Figure 5. The main 
components of a fuel cell system are the reactants themselves, 
the reactant containment and the fuel cell stack. Although 
there are other components, the reactants, their containment 
vessels, and the fuel cell stack are by far the largest and 
heaviest components and as such account for a suitably large 
enough percentage of the total mass and volume for the 
purposes of this analysis. 
 

Primary fuel cells, like primary batteries, are energy storage 
devices that have 100% of their energy at the conclusion of the 
manufacturing process, and either through storage, leakage, or 
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usage have that energy reduced until the primary energy 
storage device is considered �completely used�. Primary fuel 
cells, unlike primary batteries, are capable of being 
�recharged� by simply refilling the reactant storage tanks, but 
during the space science mission this would not be done. The 
ability to �recharge� primary fuel cells could be advantageous 
during the ground verification program. 
 
Secondary fuel cells (also known as regenerative fuel cells), 
like secondary batteries, are designed to be rechargeable.[4] 
The major difference between the primary and regenerative 
fuel cells is that for regenerative fuel cells, the water formed 
during the discharge reaction is stored and then electrolyzed 
back into hydrogen and oxygen during the charging part of the 
cycle. It is assumed here that the fuel cell stack itself acts as 
the electrolyzer. This kind of fuel cell sometimes goes by the 
name of �unitized� or �reversible� fuel cell. Although this 
type of fuel cell is a relatively recent technology development, 
this type of secondary fuel cell is more likely to fit within the 
smaller spacecraft used for space science missions. 
 
One of the key comparison metrics for batteries is power 
density, measured in watts per kilogram. This is the power 
delivered by the battery divided by the mass of the battery. For 
fuel cells, this would be: 
 
ρP =          P                                   (1) 
           MF + MB 
 
Where     
ρP  = Power Density, watts/kg 
P   = Output Power, watts 
MF  = Mass of Fuel (O2, H2, and H2O), kg 
MB  = Mass of the Balance of Plant (BOP), kg 

 
Rewriting the right-hand side of equation (1), 
 
ρP =                 1                                   (2) 
          (1/ ρF)   + (1/ρB) 
 
Where    
ρF  = Fuel Power Density, watts/kg 
ρB  = Balance of Plant Power Density, watts/kg 

 
The reason for writing equation (2) is that it is instructive to 
keep track of the individual contributions to the overall power 
density of each part of the fuel cell system. The fuel power 
density can itself be rewritten as: 
 
ρF =     E                                                                  (3) 
          td MF 
 
Where  

E   = Actual Energy Output, watt-hr 
td   = Discharge Time, hr 

 
Equation (3) can be rewritten as 
 
ρF  =    ηe ξ                                                                (4) 
           td MF 
 
Where  

ξ   = Theoretical Energy Output, watt-hr 
ηe  = Energy Conversion Efficiency, % 

 
The symbol, ηe , combines both voltage and current efficiency 
into a single energy conversion efficiency. For secondary fuel 
cells, this would be the overall �roundtrip� energy efficiency. 
The theoretical energy output for the H2/O2 fuel cell reaction is 
3661 watt-hr per kg of water formed (assuming 1.23 volts as 
the 100% voltage efficiency of the fuel cell). Since the mass of 
the fuel can be stated in terms of its water mass, the ratio of   
ξ/MF is 3661 watt-hr per kg of water formed. Rewriting 
equation (4), 
 
ρF  =   3661ηe                                                            (5) 
              td 
 
The balance of the fuel cell system is, for the purposes of this 
analysis, considered to consist of only the PEMFC stack and 
the high-pressure hydrogen and oxygen gas storage tanks. In 
the case of secondary fuel cells, a water storage tank is also 
included. Other ancillary flow elements such as pumps, filters, 
separators, etc., are not included. However, the masses of 
these elements are expected to be negligible for the kind of 
approximate analysis performed here. The balance of plant 
power density can then be written as: 
 
 ρB =      P                                         (6) 
        MS + MT 
 
Where     

MS  = Mass of the PEMFC Stack, kg 
MT  = Mass of the Reactant Storage, kg  

 
Equation (6) can in turn be rewritten as: 
 
ρB =            1                                        (7) 
            1/ρS + 1/ρT 
 
Where 
ρS  = Stack Power Density, watt/kg 
ρT  = Tankage Power Density, watt/kg 

 
The PEMFC stack power density can be expressed as: 
 
ρS  = VdIdAm                                         (8) 
 
Where     

Vd   = Discharge Voltage, volts 
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Id   = Discharge Current Density, amp/m2 
Am  = Active Area per Unit Mass, m2/kg 

 
The reactant storage power density can be written as: 
 
ρT =    ηeξ                                                (9) 
            tdMT 
 
For primary fuel cell systems the mass of the reactant storage 
is the mass of the oxygen and hydrogen tanks. The mass of 
these tanks can be estimated based on a figure of merit that 
relates the pressure, volume and dry mass of a state-of-the-art 
light-weight pressure vessel.  

 
The figure-of-merit relationship is expressed as: 
 
µ  = PTVT                                                            (10) 
          MT 
 
Where       

µ   = Tank Figure-of-Merit, atm-liter/kg 
PT  = Max Tank Operating Pressure, atm 
VT  = Volume of tank, liter 

 
 Substituting the perfect gas law into equation (10), 
 
µ  = (nH + nO)RT                                                     (11) 
                MT 
 
Where 

nH  = Moles of Hydrogen, gmole 
nO   = Moles of Oxygen, gmole 
R   = .082 atm-liter- gmole-1- K-1 

T   = Gas Temperature, K 
 
Since the sum of oxygen moles and hydrogen moles is 1.5 
times the number of water moles, equation (11) can be 
rewritten as: 
 
µ  = 1.5nWRT                                                          (12) 
              MT 
 
Where 

nW  = Moles of Water, gmole 
 
Solving equation (11) for MT and substituting this expression 
into equation (9), 
 
ρT =       ηeξµ                            (13) 
          1.5tdnWRT                                            
 
 
 
The number of moles of water can be expressed as: 
 

nW = MF/.018                                          (14) 
 
When equation (14) is substituted into equation (13) and the 
ratio of ξ/ MF is set equal to 3661 watt-hr/kg, the simplified 
result is: 
 
ρT =  3661ηeµ                                          (15) 
          83.3tdRT                                            
 
For secondary fuel cells the mass of the reactant storage is the 
mass of the oxygen and hydrogen tanks plus the mass of the 
water storage tank. The mass of the reactant storage for 
secondary fuel cells can be expressed as: 
 
MT = 1.5nWRT   +      MW                                     (16) 
                µ 
 
Where 

MW = Dry Mass of Water Storage Tank, kg 
 
As was the case for the oxygen and hydrogen tanks, the mass 
of the water storage tank can be estimated using the same 
pressure vessel figure-of-merit. 
 
MW= PT VW                                    (17) 

                      µ 
 
Where       

VW  = Water storage tank volume, liter 
 
The volume of the water storage tank can be estimated from 
the water mass being stored. Since water is nearly 
incompressible,  
 
VW =    MF                                   (18) 
            ρW  
 
Where 
ρW = 1.0 kg/liter 

 

Substituting equation (14), (17), and (18) into equation (16) 
and simplifying to obtain the mass of the reactant tankage for 
secondary fuel cells, 
 
MT =  83.3MFRT +  PTMF                                   (19) 
                        µ 
 
Equation (19) can then be substituted into equation (9) to 
obtain an expression for the reactant storage power density for 
secondary fuel cells. 

 
ρT =                   ηeξµ                               (20) 
            td(83.3MFRT +  PTMF) 
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        Figure 6 Power Density of Fuel Cells 

When the ratio of ξ/ MF is set equal to 3661 watt-hr/kg, the 
simplified expression for reactant power density for secondary 
fuel cells is: 
 
ρT =         3661ηeµ                            (21) 
            td(83.3RT +  PT) 
 
Substituting equations (8),(15), and (21) into equation (7) and 
developing expressions for the balance of plant power density 
for both primary and secondary fuel cells, 
 
For primary fuel cells,  
 
ρB =                3661ηeµtd

-1                                     (22) 
         3661ηeµ(VdIdAmtd

-1)-1 + 83.3RT 
 
For secondary fuel cells, 
 
ρB =                3661ηeµtd

-1                                 (23) 
         3661ηeµ(VdIdAmtd

-1)-1 + 83.3RT+ PT 
 
Substituting equations (5),(22), and (23) into equation (2) and 
developing expressions for the power density for both primary 
and secondary fuel cells, 
 
For primary fuel cells, 
ρP =                    3661td

-1ηeµ                             (24) 
        3661ηeµ(VdIdAmtd)-1+ 83.3RT+µ  
 
For secondary fuel cells, 
 
ρP =                    3661 td

-1 ηeµ                             (25) 
       3661ηeµ(VdIdAm td)-1+ 83.3RT+ PT+µ 
 
The energy density of an energy storage device is also a key 
metric. The energy density is simply the power density 
multiplied by the discharge time. 
 
For primary fuel cells, 
 
ρE =                     3661ηeµ                                  (26) 
          3661ηeµ(VdIdAmtd)-1+83.3RT+µ 
 
For secondary fuel cells, 
 
ρE =                     3661ηeµ                                 (27) 
        3661ηeµ (VdIdAmtd)-1+83.3RT+PT+µ 
 
Where 
ρE = Energy density, watt-hr/kg 

 

The power density of primary and secondary fuel cells is 
plotted in Figure 6 using equations (24) and (25). The curves 
shown for both the primary and secondary fuel cells have 

horizontal asymptotes. Both curves would also show vertical 
asymptotes if the curves were extended sufficiently to longer 
and longer discharge times. The horizontal asymptote in each 
curve represents a situation where the fuel cell stack is the 
predominant weight component. This is analogous to a car 
with a big engine and a small fuel tank. The vertical asymptote 
in each curve represents a situation where the reactant storage 
tanks are the predominant components. This is analogous to a 
car with a small engine and a large fuel tank. Obviously, when 
much of the mass is dedicated to the power-producing 
component, the power density is the greatest, whereas when 
much of the mass is dedicated to the non-power-producing 
component, the power density is the smallest. Also, it can be 
seen from Figure 6 that the water storage tank of the 
secondary fuel cell has relatively little effect on the overall 
curve.  
 

The energy density for both primary and secondary fuel cells 
is plotted in Figure 7 using equations (26) and (27). The 
curves shown for both the primary and secondary fuel cells 
have horizontal asymptotes. Both curves would also show 
vertical asymptotes if the curves were extended sufficiently to 
shorter and shorter discharge times. The horizontal asymptote 
in each curve represents a situation where the reactant storage 
tanks are the predominant weight components. This is the car 
with the big fuel tank and small engine scenario. The vertical 
asymptote in each curve represents the car with the big engine 
and small fuel tank scenario. Obviously, when much of the 
mass is dedicated to the energy-storing component, the energy 
density is the greatest, whereas when much of the mass is 
dedicated to the non-energy-storing component, the energy 
density is the smallest.  Also, it can be seen from Figure 7 that 
the water storage tank of the secondary fuel cell has little 
effect on the overall energy density results. 
 
A Ragone plot that plots energy density on the horizontal axis 
and power density on the vertical axis is shown for both 
primary and secondary fuel cells in Figure 8. This plot clearly 
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shows the effect of discharge time on the energy and power 
density of fuel cells. As the discharge time gets longer and 
longer, the fuel cell stack mass has a negligible effect, the 
reactant storage tanks predominate and the energy density 
reaches a limit dictated by the performance of the reactant 
tanks. As the discharge time gets shorter and shorter, the 
reactant storage tankage mass becomes negligible, the fuel cell 
stack mass predominates, and the power density reaches a 

limit dictated by the performance of the fuel cell stack. This 
curve is also instructive to help guide technology developers 
as to where to emphasize or prioritize development efforts 
depending on the technology goals. 
 
The plotted results of Figure 8 are superimposed on a battery 
performance plot [5] shown in Figure 9. This figure clearly 
shows that fuel cells, both primary and secondary, could 
potentially fill an energy storage niche not currently filled by 
battery technology. The applications that could populate this 
niche will not generally be high power or high energy, but 
rather they will be generally power dense and energy dense.  
Fuel cell development by NASA, the government in general, 

and commercial interests has focused on the high power or 
high energy applications, i.e., Space Shuttles and automobiles.   
 
Comparing fuel cells to batteries on a mass basis though is 
only half of the picture. The other half of the comparison is 
power density and energy density based on volume. 
Expressions similar to that developed for mass were 
developed for volumetric power density and volumetric 
energy density. The volumetric power density for fuel cells 
can be expressed as: 
 
γP  =       P                                            (28) 
        VT + VS 
Where    

γP  = Volumetric power density, watt/liter 
VT  = Tankage volume, liter 
VS  = Fuel cell stack volume, liter 

 
As was the assumption for the mass analysis, the volume of 
the fuel cell is estimated as the fuel cell stack volume and the 
reactant storage volume. The reactant itself is of course wholly 
contained within the volume of the reactant storage volume. 
Other components, while they do have volume, are not 
considered for this analysis because their contribution to the 
overall volume is expected to be minimal, and should not 
affect the general conclusions of this analysis.    
 
Equation (28) can be rewritten as: 
 
γP  =         1                                           (29) 
         1/γT + 1/γS 
 
Where     

γT  = Tankage volumetric. power density, watt/liter 
γS  = Stack volumetric. power density, watt/liter 

 
The tankage volumetric power density can be expressed as: 
 
γT  =   ηeξ                                (30) 
           tdVT 
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Using the perfect gas law, equation (30) can be rewritten as: 
 
γT  =            ηeξ                                  (31) 
          1.5tdnwRT/PT 
 
Equation (14) can be substituted into equation (31), 
 
γT  =                ηeξ                                    (32) 
          1.5td(MT/.018)RT/PT 
 
Replacing the ratio, ξ/MT with 3661 watt-hr per kg, and 
simplifying the expression, 
 
γT  =      43.93ηePT                            (33) 
                  tdRT 
 
For secondary fuel cells, the water storage tank volume must 
be taken into account. This results in equation (34). The 
derivation has been skipped, but is available from the author. 
 
γT  =      43.93ηePT                             (34) 
           tdRT+ .012PT 
 
The fuel cell stack volumetric power density can be expressed 
as: 
 
γS  =      VdIdAv                              (35) 
 
Where    

Av  = Active area per unit volume, m2/liter 
 
Substituting equations (34) and (35) into equation (29) and 
developing expressions for the volumetric power density for 
primary and secondary fuel cells yields: 
 
For primary fuel cells, 
 
γP  =                         1                                         (36) 
         (tdRT)( 43.93ηePT)-1 + ( VdIdAv)-1 
 
 
For secondary fuel cells, 
 
γP  =                          1                                        (37) 
        (tdRT+.012PT)(43.93ηePT)-1+ (VdIdAv)-1 
 

Figure 10 plots the power density of primary and secondary 
fuel cells as a function of discharge time. As was the case with 
the mass analysis, the greatest volumetric power density 
occurs when the fuel cell stack, the power-producing 

component, occupies most of the volume. As more and more 
of the volume is occupied by the reactant storage tankage, the 
volumetric power density falls off. As the pressure of the 
reactant storage is increased, the reactant tankage gets 
proportionately smaller, and the effect on the fuel cell 
volumetric power density is quite significant. The volume 
associated with the water storage tank has little effect on the 
overall volumetric power density. 
 
 
The volumetric energy density is obtained by multiplying the 
power density by discharge time.  
For primary fuel cells, 
 
γE  =                      1                                  (38) 
         RT(43.93ηePT)-1+(VdIdAvtd)-1 
 
Where 

γE  = Vol. energy density, watt-hr/liter  
 
For secondary fuel cells, 
 
γE  =                               1                                       (39) 
      (RT+.012PT/td)(43.93ηePT)-1+ (VdIdAvtd)-1 
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Figure 10 Volumetric Power Density vs. Discharge Time
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Figure 12 Volumetric Energy Density vs. Power Density

Figure 13 Energy Storage Volumetric Energy Density vs. Power Density [5] 
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Figure 11 plots the volumetric energy density of primary and 
secondary fuel cells as a function of discharge time. As was 
the case with the mass analysis, as the discharge time gets 
longer and longer, the reactant tankage occupies more and 
more of the overall volume of the fuel cell. Since the reactant 

storage is the energy storage component, the volumetric 
energy density continues to increase. As was the case with the 
volumetric power density, increasing the pressure of the 
reactant storage proportionately reduces the reactant tankage 
volume. This significantly affects the overall volumetric 
energy density. The water storage tank plays an insignificant 
role in determining the volumetric energy density. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
A Ragone plot that plots volumetric energy density on the 
horizontal axis and volumetric power density on the vertical 
axis is shown for both primary and secondary fuel cells in 
Figure 12.  

 
This plot shows the significant effect of reactant pressure on 
the volumetric energy density. The data shown in Figure 12 is 
superimposed on battery data shown in Figures 13. These 
figures show that fuel cells are not competitive with batteries 
until the reactant storage pressure is 600 atmospheres or 
greater. At these pressures non-ideal gas behavior should be 
included in the model in order to refine the analysis, but for 
the purposes of what was sought in this analysis ideal gas 
behavior provides a sufficient qualitative answer. The figure 
also shows that at 600 atmospheres the fuel cell curve is much 
"flatter" and extends to higher energy 

 

 
 
 

 
 

              
densities than current state-of-the-art batteries. This suggests 
that at sufficiently high pressure (>600 atmospheres) fuel cells 
could offer volumetric advantages over batteries in some 
applications. While secondary fuel cell technology is at or 
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below the 30-atmosphere level, primary fuel cells could 
conceivably draw their reactants from high-pressure sources, 
and have that pressure regulated down to a usable level.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The analysis of power density and energy density of fuel cells, 
and the comparison of that projected performance with current 
state-of-the-art batteries lead to the following conclusions: 

1)   Fuel cells can provide "added value" as energy storage 
devices for space science missions. This added value could 
take the form of mass savings, volume savings or more power 
or energy at the same mass and volume. 

2)  The earliest opportunity for fuel cells to compete with 
batteries appears to be with primary fuel cells that can draw 
from high-pressure reactant storage tanks. In the near term, 
secondary fuel cells appear to offer mass savings, but are not 
likely to be competitive with batteries on a volume basis. 

3)  The current fuel cell technology development 
emphasizes high-power and high-energy applications. A new 
fuel cell development thrust is needed for applications that are 
"power dense" and "energy  dense". Space science and 
terrestrial applications that currently use high energy batteries 
(either primary or secondary) could potentially use these kind 
of fuel cells. Generally,  the power levels and energy levels 
need to be scaled down by one or more orders of magnitude 
for these new fuel cell applications. 

4)  Lightweight, small, high-pressure tanks will be needed 
(> 600 atmospheres) to provide the reactant storage. Similarly, 
small, lightweight pressure regulators to step down the high 
gas supply pressure will be needed. Although ancillary mass 
other than the gas storage tanks and the fuel cell stack was 
assumed to be relatively small, the fuel cell stacks should be 
made to operate passively like batteries (i.e. passive reactant 
management and passive heat removal) to minimize this other 
ancillary mass. 
 
LIST OF VARIABLES 
Am  = Fuel cell active area per unit mass m2/kg 
Av  = Fuel cell active area per unit volume, m2/liter 
E   = Actual Energy Output, watt-hr 
ξ   = Theoretical Energy Output, watt-hr 
Id   = Fuel cell discharge current density, A/m2 of active area 
MB  = Mass of the Balance of Plant, kg 
MF  = Mass of Fuel (O2, H2, and H2O),kg 
MW = Dry mass of water storage tank, kg 
MS  = Mass of the PEMFC stack, kg 

MT  = Mass of the reactant storage, kg 
nH   = Moles of hydrogen, gmole 
nW   = Moles of water, gmole 
nO   = Moles of oxygen, gmole 
ηe  = Energy Conversion Efficiency, % 
P     = Output Power, watts 
PT   = Maximum operating pressure of the tank, atm 
ρB    = Balance of Plant Power Density, watts/kg of BOP 
ρE  = Energy density, watt-hr/kg 
ρF    = Fuel Power Density, watts/kg of fuel 
ρW   = 1.0 kg/liter 
ρP   = Power Density, watts/kg 
ρS   = PEMFC stack power density, watt/kg of stack mass 
ρT   = Reactant storage power density, watt/kg of reactant 
storage mass 
R   = .082 atm-liter- gmole-1- K-1 
T   = Gas temperature, K 
td   = Discharge Time, hr 
µ   = Tank figure-of-merit, atm-liter/kg 
Vd   = Fuel cell discharge voltage, volts 
VW  = Water storage tank volume, liter 
VS   = Fuel cell stack volume, liter 
VT   = Volume of tank, liter 
VT   = Tankage volume, liter 
γE   = Volumetric fuel cell energy density, watt-hr/liter 
γP   = Fuel cell volumetric power density, watt/liter 
γS   = Stack volumetric power density, watt/liter 
γT   = Tankage volumetric power density, watt/liter 
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